NOTE ON USE OF THIS INDEX.

A few comments about using this index. In compiling this index, there has been no attempt to evaluate the importance of particular names and I decided to leave that to the researcher who is using it. Instead, I have tried to make it as complete as possible, but a few names that I viewed as particularly peripheral and obscure were not included. Also, there is some redundancy such as some Lawyers are listed under that heading and also under individual names. The same is true of some Physicians.

Large families (particularly when they are mentioned in a single article) are indexed under the family name and then by the individual names below. However, with regard to earlier and later articles, it is possible they are separately indexed so it is prudent to check both.

There was a particular problem with ladies maiden and married names. When both are available, I have indicated the maiden name by “(nee......)” and the married name by “(m......)”. Unfortunately, I admit that which was used and when was somewhat arbitrary and sometimes both the married and maiden names were indexed.

There also may be instances where the same individual is indexed under two names. This occurred when the two names were used in different articles and probably were the same person but I had no way of knowing. An example is “C. H. Belknap” and “Judge Belknap.” Although probably the same individual, I was not certain so both names were indexed.

In many instances, an individual’s name is used in connection with a ranch or company. For instance, W. T. Jenkins Company. Usually this is indexed under W. However, it would be prudent to also look under the surname, Jenkins. This is the case with ranches. Usually a name such as “Thomas Dean Ranch” will be indexed under Thomas. However, there may be instances when it is indexed as “Dean Ranch, Thomas” so check both possibilities.

The captions under photos have not been indexed. Hopefully, if I find time and have enough time left, that will be done some day.
I have tried to be as complete as reasonably possible because I realize this may be used years in the future by someone trying to do a family history or genealogy and do not want to disappoint them by omitting some ancestor.
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Jess Harris: The Flying Sheriff....2014-4
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Northeastern Nevada Historical Society and Museum....2006-1
Recalling a Train Wreck. City of San Francisco Streamliner-1939....80-1
Recollections of the Early Days of the Historical Society....2006-1
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Doby Doc: Robin Hood of Elko County....88-4 (Fall 1988)
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KELK: Cow County Radio....Vol. 6, No. 1 (Summer 1975)
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Maggie Creek Sub-Basin, Humboldt River Basin....2008-2
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Ellison Ranching Company Centennial 1910-2010....2010-2
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St. Joseph's Catholic Church Centennial....2017-4
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Admiral Halsey's Saddle....2012-3&4
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Silver Pot, The....2004-2
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Bing Crosby: Bing Crosby and Elko. A Mutual Admiration Society....84-3 (Summer 1984)
Ellison Ranching Company Centennial 1919-2010....2010-2
History of Elko, Nevada, A....95-3
Newton Hunt Crumley....2011-4
North Fork Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2008-2
William and Catherine Johnson Family, North Fork Pioneers. Lillian M. Johnson....91-2
Pyramid Lake
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Albino (Tez) Tais: An Old-Time Cowboy....2015-4
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Hennen Family. Early Elko County Pioneers....2014-1
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Growing Up in Northeastern Nevada on a Ranch and in a Mining Town....2002-4
Northern Nevada Chapins, The....96-4
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Hennen Family. Early Elko County Pioneers....2014-1
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Carl Pacini: An American Life....2009-1
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Ellison Ranching Company Centennial 1919-2010....2010-2
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Ruby Mountains Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2006-3
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Metropolis: The Glory Years....2008 3&4
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Ruby Mountains Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2006-3
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Brief History of Carlin, A: 1868-1899....2019-1
Railroad Mining District
Ruby Mountains Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2006-3
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Battle Mountain Sub-Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2016-2
Brief History of Carlin, A: 1868-1899....2018-2
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Early History of Deeth and Starr Valley....2013-4
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Elko County High School 1947-1951....2010-1
Elko Reach: Humboldt River Basin....2007-2
Elko Summer - Part I....2002-2
Erasmus Woodruff. Woodruff & Ennor Freighting Company....2011-2
Eureka and Palisade Railroad....99-4
Fort Halleck....2013
History of Elko General Hospital: The Beginning and the End....2007-1
History of Elko, Nevada, A....95-3
Hospital History....2007-1
Johnson Mercantile Store: Eureka, Nevada....93-3
Last Train to Palisade, The....Vol. 4, No. 1 (Summer 1973)
Lofdahl & McDaniel Families in Elko County....2012-2
Mary's River Sub-Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2009-3
Memories of Currie, Nevada....Vol 5, No. 4 (Spring 1975)
Metropolis: The Glory Years....2008 3&4
Nevada Library, A....95-2
Pine Valley Sub Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2011-3
Recalling a Train Wreck. City of San Francisco Streamliner-1939....80-1
Reed Reminiscences....96-3
Rush to White Pine Revisited, The....98-3
This is Grandma-The Ethel Eccles Sadler Story....97-3
Tobar: Forgotten Ghost Town....78-1 (Winter 1978)

Railroad Mining District
Ruby Mountains Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2006-3

Railroad Springs
Mary's River Sub-Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2009-3

Rail Road Stage Lines
Elko Reach: Humboldt River Basin....2007-2
North Fork Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2008-2
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Elko County High School 1947-1951....2010-1
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Hunter Theatre, The....2001-4
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Pine Valley Sub Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2011-3
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History of St. Joseph's Catholic Community, Elko, Nevada....2006-4
St. Joseph's Catholic Church Centennial....2017-4
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Erasmus Woodruff. Woodruff & Ennor Freighting Company....2011-2
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Pine Valley Sub Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2011-3
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Elko 50 Years Ago: Photographs Taken by Joe Tognoni....2000-3
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Albino (Tez) Tais: An Old-Time Cowboy....2015-4
After All This Time: Still Living and Loving Together....96-2
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Battle Mountain Sub-Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2016-2
Black Wrangler: Reminiscences of Lawrence Jackson....77-3 (Fall 1977)
Boyd Reservoir....87-3 (Summer 1987)
Branding....(Winter 1971)
Callaghan House, The: Grass Valley, Nevada....93-3
Carter Family, The: Northern Nevada Pioneers....91-4
Day of the Horse in Northeastern Nevada....The, Vol. 4, No.5 (Summer 1974)
Early History of Deeth and Starr Valley....2013-4
Elko County....2012-1
Elko Reach: Humboldt River Basin....2007-2
Ellison Ranching Company Centennial 1919-2010....2010-2
Emilio Dotta and David Dotta....88-2 (Spring 1988)
Erastus Woodruff. Woodruff & Ennor Freighting Company....2011-2
Frank Irwin Rickey: Spanish Ranch Foreman....95.2
George Beyers Ogilvie: Pioneer Elko County Rancher....93-4
George D. Banks: Northeast Nevada Cattleman....90-4
Growing Up in Northeastern Nevada on a Ranch and in a Mining Town....2002-4
Hankins Family, The....97-1
Hank Vaughan, Godfather of the Nevada Wild Bunch....2015-3
Having at the Spanish Ranch: Then and Now....2005-3
Having in Elko County: Early Days....2005-3
Helth Family, The....94-2
Hennen Family: Early Elko County Pioneers....2014-1
Henry Harris: Legendary Black Vaquero....2013-1
History of the Ogilvie Ranch: Lee, Nevada....93-4
History of the Strickland and Taylor Families: An Oral History- Edward Burton Strickland....96-1
Horace and Etta Agee....Vol 2, No. 4 (Spring 1972)
Humboldt: Nevada’s Desert River and Thoroughfare of the American West, The....2005-1
Hunter Family, The....2001-4
Ike Griswold and Tom Short: Two Family Legends....79-3 (Summer 1979)
I Knew Lawrence Jackson: More About The Black Wrangler....80-4 (Fall 1980)
In Search of Will James....2007-3
Jake Reed: Pioneer Nevada Rancher....93-2
J. J. Hylton: Jiggs Area Pioneer....90-4
Joe Billy Smith: Ruby Valley Pioneer....2006-2
Joe Riordan of Mound Valley....97-1
Journey Into the Past: Island Mountain School 1926....89-2
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Life in Rural Nevada: Margie Prunty....86-4 (Fall 1986)
Maggie Creek Sub-Basin, Humboldt River Basin....2008-2
Mary’s River Sub-Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2009-3
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Memories of Currie, Nevada....Vol 5, No. 4 (Spring 1975)
Memories of Jack Creek 1925-1935....90-2
Memories of Rowland, Nevada....95-4
Metropolis: The Glory Years....2008 3&4
Murphy Story, The: Starr and Secret Valleys....92-3
My First 85 Years in Nevada....2004-1
My “Old Timer” Grandpa: John J. Reed....86-4 (Fall 1986)
Nevada Cattlemen’s Association: The First Twenty Years, The....Vol. 6, No. 2 (Fall 1975)
Nevada Governors with Ties to Northeastern Nevada....2003-4
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Northeastern Nevada Historical Society Salutes Archie J. and Jessie Hylton Dewar....2001-4
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Northern Elko County: The Way It Was....98-4
Northern Nevada Chapins, The....96-4
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Peter James Ogilvie: Autobiography....93-4
Pine Valley Sub Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2011-3
Real Old West, The: The Story of a Cattle Empire in the High Nevada Desert....2005-2
Reed Reminiscences....96-3
Ruby Mountains Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2006-3
Spanish Ranch Letters....84-1 (Winter 1984)
Stanley C. Ellison....86-4 (Fall 1986)
Stanley Nathaniel Wiggins; Ida Florence Drown Wiggins....2007-4
Story of My Life, The....94-4
Strawberry and the Smiths: Newark Valley....91-3
Tex - Ruby Valley Rustler....2003-1
The UC: Utah Construction Company....2013-1
This is Grandma-The Ethel Eccles Sadler Story....97-3
Three Who Dared: J. Selby Badt, “Van” and Ula Vandiver....80-4 (Fall 1980)
Thomas Seth Porch and Martha Ann Ricketts....99-1
Tom Short: Ruby Valley, Nevada....95-2
Valentine Walther: Nevada Pioneer....89-1
William and Alice Gardner, Elko's Overland Hotel...Vol. 5, No. 3 (Winter 1975)
William and Catherine Johnson Family, North Fork Pioneers. Lillian M. Johnson....91-2
Zunino Family Story, A....2011-1
Ranchinn Hotel
Elko County....2012-1
Elko 50 Years Ago: Photographs Taken by Joe Tognoni....2000-3
Elko County High School 1947-1951....2010-1
Elko Summer - Part I....2002-2
History of Elko, Nevada, A....95-3
It Began In Elko: Big Name Entertainment in Nevada....82-2 (Fall 1982)
It Began In Elko: Big Name Entertainment in Nevada....2011-4
Newton Hunt Crumley....79-1 (Winter 1979)
Newton Hunt Crumley....2011-4
North Fork Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2008-2
Rancho Grande
History of St. Joseph's Catholic Community, Elko, Nevada....2006-4
Mary's River Sub-Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2009-3
Northern Nevada Chapins, The...96-4
North Fork Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2008-2
Real Old West, The: The Story of a Cattle Empire in the High Nevada Desert....2005-2
William and Catherine Johnson Family, North Fork Pioneers. Lillian M. Johnson....91-2
Rand, M. J.
Doctors Hood, The....2002-1
Randall, Ruth Black
History of the Strickland and Taylor Families: An Oral History- Edward Burton Strickland....96-1
Randolph, A. R.
Pine Valley Sub Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2011-3
Ranker, Jess E.
Jess Ranker....2000-1
Rankin, Jeannette
Long Road to the 19th Amendment, The. The Fight for Women's Suffrage in America....2014-3
Raper, Susan ("Susie") (nee Warfield)
Elko County....2012-1
Susan Raper: Female Cattle Rustler....96-2
Saga of Susie Raper, The....96-2
Raper, Thomas
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St. Joseph’s Catholic Church Centennial....2017-4
Rathfon, Mrs. Elizabeth
Rustler’s Ears....2003-1
Ratliff, Aulene (nee Evans)
Ellison Ranching Company Centennial 1919-2010....2010-2
Rattlesnake Creek
Basque Ranching Culture in the Great Basin....2010-3&4.
Ravazza, Carl
It Began In Elko: Big Name Entertainment in Nevada....2011-4
Newton Hunt Crumley....2011-4
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Elko Reach: Humboldt River Basin....2007-2
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Read, Bob
Northeastern Nevada Historical Society Salutes Birney and Jean Powell....2003-2
Read, C. E. “Chuck”
Near Tragedy at Wilson Reservoir....2002-4
Read, Effie
Mary’s River Sub-Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2009-3
Read, H. E.
Edgar Reinhart’s Binoculars....2012-3&4.
Read, John
History of Elko, Nevada, A....95-3
Reminiscing About EGH....2007-1
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Black Wrangler: Reminiscences of....77-3 (Fall 1977)
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Harris Family On Both Sides of the Law....2004-4
Reagan, William
Austin, Nevada.... 92-4
Readon Plumbing
Recollections of the Early Days of the Historical Society....2006-1
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Ellison Ranching Company Centennial 1910-2010....2010-2
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Black Wrangler: Reminiscences of....77-3 (Fall 1977)
Memories of Jack Creek 1925-1935....90-2
Red Cross (see: American Red Cross)
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Maggie Creek Sub-Basin, Humboldt River Basin....2008-2
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History of Elko, Nevada, A....95-3
“Red Light” District
Red Rock Summit
Ruby Mountains Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2006-3
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Jake Reed: Pioneer Nevada Rancher....93-2
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Ellison Ranching Company Centennial 1919-2010....2010-2
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Sheriff, Joe Harris, The....2014-2
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From Fenceposts to Fiber: A Rural Telephone History....2003-3
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Battle Mountain Sub-Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2016-2
Brief History of Carlin, A: 1868-1899....2016-1
Elko Reach: Humboldt River Basin....2007-2
Ruby Mountains Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2006-3

Reed, Ed
Jake Reed: Pioneer Nevada Rancher....93-2

Reed, Family
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Flo
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Reed Reminiscences....96-3

Reed, Frank
Near Tragedy at Wilson Reservoir....2002-4
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Jake Reed: Pioneer Nevada Rancher....93-2
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Ike Griswold and Tom Short: Two Family Legends....79-3 (Summer 1979)
Nevada Cattlemen's Association, The : The First Twenty Years....Vol. 6, No. 2 (Fall 1975)
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Early History of Deeth and Starr Valley....2013-4
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Museum History Gathered from the Elko Daily Free Press....2006-1
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Carter Family, The: Northern Nevada Pioneers....91-4
Ellison Ranching Company Centennial 1919-2010....2010-2
Independence Valley Pioneer: An Autobiography....2015-1&2
North Fork Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2008-2
Reed Reminiscences....96-3
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Near Tragedy at Wilson Reservoir....2002-4
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Pine Valley Sub Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2011-3
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Battle Mountain Sub-Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2016-2
Humboldt: Nevada's Desert River and Thoroughfare of the American West, The....2005-1
Pine Valley Sub Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2011-3
Reese River Reveille
Austin, Nevada.... 92-4
Hardly a High School: University of Nevada at Elko, 1874-1885....2016-1
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Austin, Nevada.... 92-4
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Haying at The Spanish Ranch: Then and Now....2005-3
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Haying at The Spanish Ranch: Then and Now....2005-3
Reeves, Laura
Haying at The Spanish Ranch: Then and Now....2005-3
Reeves, W. D. and Sons
Haying at The Spanish Ranch: Then and Now....2005-3
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Battle Mountain Sub-Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2016-2
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William and Catherine Johnson Family, North Fork Pioneers. Lillian M. Johnson....91-2
Reid, Mrs. Gordon
Museum History Gathered from the Elko Daily Free Press....2006-1
Reinhart, Edgar
Edgar Reinhart's Binoculars....2012-3&4.
Reinhart Family: Pioneer Nevada Merchants....84-4 (Fall 1984)
Reinhart and Porter Ranches....86-3 (Summer 1986)
Reinhart, Essie Rosenstock
Reinhart Family: Pioneer Nevada Merchants....84-4 (Fall 1984)
Reinhart, Joan
Reinhart Family: Pioneer Nevada Merchants....84-4 (Fall 1984)
Reinhart, Louise
American Red Cross and Elko County, The....97-4
Museum History Gathered from the Elko Daily Free Press....2006-1
Reinhart Family: Pioneer Nevada Merchants....84-4 (Fall 1984)
Reinhart, Milton
Nevada Governors with Ties to Northeastern Nevada....2003-4
Reinhart Family: Pioneer Nevada Merchants....84-4 (Fall 1984)
Reinhart Ranch
Joe Riordan of Mound Valley....97-1
Reinhart Family: Pioneer Nevada Merchants....84-4 (Fall 1984)
Reinhart and Porter Ranches....86-3 (Summer 1986)
Ruby Mountains Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2006-3
Reinhart, Simon
Hardly a High School: A History of the Univ. of Nev. at Elko,...Volume 4. No. 3 (Winter 1974)
Hardly a High School: University of Nevada at Elko, 1874-1885....2016-1
Reinhart Store
The Best Town in the World....2016-3
Edgar Reinhart's Binoculars....2012-3&4.
Elko Summer - Part I....2002-2
History of Elko, Nevada, A....95-3
Reed Reminiscences....96-3
Recalling a Train Wreck. City of San Francisco Streamliner-1939....80-1
Reinhart Family: Pioneer Nevada Merchants....84-4 (Fall 1984)
Sheriff, Joe Harris, The....2014-2
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Susan Raper: Female Cattle Rustler....96-2
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Hennen Family. Early Elko County Pioneers....2014-1
Reinken, Emma
Hennen Family. Early Elko County Pioneers....2014-1
Reinken, Fred
Lamoille....2001-3
Reinken, Minnie
Hennen Family. Early Elko County Pioneers....2014-1
Remington-Johnson Store
Johnson Mercantile Store: Eureka, Nevada....93-3
Remington Store, W. H.
Johnson Mercantile Store: Eureka, Nevada....93-3
Nob Hill Volunteer Hose Company #5....2009-2
Reno Chamber of Commerce
Admiral Halsey’s Saddle....2012-3&4
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Metropolis: The Glory Years....2008 3&4
Reno Journal
Metropolis: The Glory Years....2008 3&4
Reno Junior Chamber of Commerce
Admiral Halsey’s Saddle....2012-3&4
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Elko Reach: Humboldt River Basin....2007-2
Erastus Woodruff. Woodruff & Ennor Freighting Company....2011-2
Will James and a Horse Called Happy....2007-3
Will James - The Romantic Years....2007-3
Reno’s Nevada Roundup
Will James - The Romantic Years....2007-3
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Arthur St. Clair, An Account of His Murder....2015-3
Leonard Fristoe: Escape and Recapture....96-2
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Pine Valley Sub Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2011-3
Requa, Mark L.
Pine Valley Sub Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2011-3
Rexall Drug
Carl Pacini: An American Life....2009-1
Reynolds, Anna Leona (nee Kimmerle)
Memories of Currie, Nevada....Vol 5, No. 4 (Spring 1975)
Reynolds, Dale Snyder
Harry Reynolds and His Medal of Honor....2012-3&4
The Nevada Cattlemen’s Association: The First Twenty Years....Vol. 6, No. 2 (Fall 1975)
Reynolds, Elizabeth (Betty) nee Clark
Harry Reynolds and His Medal of Honor....2012-3&4
Museum History Gathered from the Elko Daily Free Press....2006-1
Reynolds, Earl
Memories of Currie, Nevada....Vol 5, No. 4 (Spring 1975)
Reynolds, Harry
Harry Reynolds and His Medal of Honor....2012-3&4
J. J. Hylton: Jiggs Area Pioneere....90-4
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Harry Reynolds and His Medal of Honor....2012-3&4
Reynolds, Hazel Irene Rockwell
Harry Reynolds and His Medal of Honor....2012-3&4
Reynolds, Jerry
Harry Reynolds and His Medal of Honor....2012-3&4

Reynolds, Larry
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Harry Reynolds and His Medal of Honor....2012-3&4
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Harry Reynolds and His Medal of Honor....2012-3&4

Reynolds, Roy
Harry Reynolds and His Medal of Honor....2012-3&4

Reynolds, Shari
After All This Time: Still Living and Loving Together....96-2
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Haying at The Spanish Ranch: Then and Now....2005-3
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Harris Family On Both Sides of the Law....2004-4

Rice, Fred and Ruby
Maiden's Grave Revisited....95-2
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Erastus Woodruff. Woodruff & Ennor Freighting Company....2011-2

Rice, George
Black Wrangler: Reminiscences of....77-3 (Fall 1977)

Richardson, Opal
Case 943....Vol. 4. No. 2 (Fall 1973)
Sheriff, Joe Harris, The....2014-2

Rich, Edward
Ellison Ranching Company Centennial 1919-2010....2010-2

Richey, Vivian
Hennen Family. Early Elko County Pioneers....2014-1

Richmond Consolidated Mine
Pine Valley Sub Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2011-3

Richmond-Eureka Mining Company
History of the Ruby Hill Area, Eureka Mining District....2009-2
Pine Valley Sub Basin. Humboldt River Basin....2011-3
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Tex - Ruby Valley Rustler....2003-1
This is Grandma-The Ethel Eccles Sadler Story....97-3
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Humboldt: Nevada's Desert River and Thoroughfare of the American West, The....2005-1

Rickard, Reuben
Johnson Mercantile Store: Eureka, Nevada....93-3

Rickard, Tex
Nelson-Gans Boxing Match in Goldfield....2004-1

Rickenbach, Alta
Fair Fix. A : The 1947 Elko County Fair and Horse Racing....2003-3 (picture)

Rickenbacker, Eddy
History of Elko, Nevada, A....95-3

Rickenbacker Field
History of Elko, Nevada, A....95-3

Ricketts, Martha Ann
Thomas Seth Porch and Martha Ann Ricketts....99-1

Rickey, C. W.
Elko Reach: Humboldt River Basin....2007-2

Rickey Family
    Caroline Amanda
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Clarabel (nee Pitts)
Frank Irwin

Thomas Brindley
Frank Irwin Rickey: Spanish Ranch Foreman....95.2

Riddell, Clara
Hemen Family: Early Elko County Pioneers....2014-1

Riddell, Ebenezer
Early History of Starr Valley & Deeth....2013-4
Starr Progressive Club: Celebrating 100 years - 1913-2013....2013-4

Riddell, E. C.
Little Journeys - See Elko County First....2000-4

Riddle, Ella (nee Crosson)
Early History of Starr Valley & Deeth....2013-4

Riddle, Homer C.
Elko Volunteers in the Spanish-American War....Vol. 4, No. 4 (Spring 1974)

Riddle, Howard
Elko Volunteers in the Spanish-American War....Vol. 4, No. 4 (Spring 1974)

Riddle, James
Early History of Starr Valley & Deeth....2013-4

Riddle, Mary (nee Fuller)
Early History of Starr Valley & Deeth....2013-4

Riddle Ranch
Early History of Starr Valley & Deeth....2013-4

Riddle, Rev. M.
History of the Lamoille Presbyterian Church....2005-4

Riddle, Samuel and Mary
Early History of Starr Valley & Deeth....2013-4
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Rigby, Ira L.
Metropolis: The Glory Years....2008 3&4

Rigby, Will
Story of My Life, The....94-4

Riley Mine
Battle Mountain Sub-Basin: Humboldt River Basin....2016-2
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